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How do you as an artisan pastry chef keep 
moving forward

 and coming up with new challenges? 
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The taste of talent



“This is how I see pastry 
making, I have to make 
someone happy.”
Christian Escribà

the taste 
of talent

How do artisans live pastry? 
We met up with Sergi Vela, 
Christian Escribà, Sergio 
Torres, Rafa Delgado and 
Raúl Bernal to discover
the taste of talent.

How do you as an artisan pastry chef keep moving forward 
and coming up with new challenges? If I had to describe it 
in one word, it would certainly be enthusiasm. According 
to Sergio Torres, “enthusiasm” is a word that aptly defines 
this world, the world of pastry making and cooking, and 
it's something on which all our ambassadors agree: 
“Enthusiasm is the most important thing, it's what fires you 
up. You won't get off the couch without enthusiasm. It's not 
an easy job” adds Sergi Vela.

“That’s how I see pastry; I have 
to make someone happy”
Christian Escribà
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But pastry chefs can't live on enthusiasm alone. They put 
in long hours and spend a long time in the pastry workshop 
and the kitchen doing work that customers don't end up 
seeing. But Sergio Torres admits that it's these hours of toil 
that shape a great pastry chef: “it's like everything in life, 
the main thing is to be sure what you want and get on with 
it. The only thing you need is determination, persistence, 
effort and enthusiasm.” For Raúl Bernal too, persistence is 
the guarantee of success: “What you have and what you are 
today is the result of what you've sacrificed. The difference 
between you and all the others is what you do.”

Christian Escribà confesses he feels a bit like Peter Pan, 
and that he's fascinated by living in the fantasy world he 
conveys through his creations. “Creating my own world is 
what I like the best. [...] In the end, without realising, I've 
found myself being less interested in outside things, there 
are no really big changes. I'm having a much better time in 
my pastry world, in my world of creating new things. And if 
I'm making someone happy on top of that, that's absolutely 
great.” For Escribà, pastry chefs are responsible for creating 
brief moments of happiness for people. Undoubtedly, feeling 
happy and satisfied with the work you're doing is something 
that comes through in his creations and, luckily, “happiness 
and joy aren't incompatible with professionalism” as Sergio 
Torres says.
 

“Happiness and joy 
aren't incompatible 
with professionalism.”
Sergio Torres

“Your enthusiasm is 
what counts, it fires 
you up. You won't 
get off the couch 
without enthusiasm. 
It's not an easy job”.
Sergi Vela



“You always have to 
give things that extra 
touch, you have
to put your own kind of
personality into
 a dessert.”
Rafa Delgado
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“What you have, 
what you are today, 
is the result of what 
you've sacrificed. 
The difference 
between you and all 
the others is what 
you do.”
Raúl Bernal

One of the big challenges for a pastry chef is to come up 
with new ideas without sacrificing flavour, filling it with 
the artisan's own identity and achieving one's very own 
identifiable style. “You always have to give things that extra 
touch, you have to put your own personality into a dessert”, 
as Rafa Delgado says. For him, this is one of the most 
complex parts: “You get carried away and sometimes you 
mess up because you're looking for a particular finish in a 
dessert and you forget about the flavour. [...] That's the most 
difficult part, getting everything balanced; it shouldn't be 
plain but it should have soul.”

Raúl Bernal explains that finding that personal style isn't 
something that happens because the pastry chef makes it 
happen, it emerges. In the end, through cooking and pastry 
making you express a way of life: “Who we are, what we're 
like, from the inside out”, explains Sergio. “We do work 
that's very personal and with a very strong identity. That's 
what's needed these days: less globalisation and more 
identity. Creating your own stories.”

For Sergi Vela, it's precisely in that way of life and work 
that you find the difference between industrial and artisan 
pastry: “That's the value of the artisan. You have to cultivate 
customers so they value what we're doing.” Despite the 
crisis and strong competition from industrial pastry, Spanish 
artisan pastry making has become a world leader in recent 
years. According to Vela, we're going through an amazingly 
creative time in this country and pastry chefs are doing 
a good job setting the pace. “We're getting a world-class 
reputation”, adds the pastry chef.

Discover the complete conversations on:
http://bit.ly/artesanoaartesano

A way of life expressed 
through cooking and pastry 
making.
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R&D Director at Chocovic since 
1985, Jaume Soldevila has 
spent more than thirty years 
working with chocolate, from 
selecting the beans through to 
producing the final couverture. 
A process in which painstaking 
care and demanding control 
processes guarantee the highest 
quality standards for all our 
products.

How did you start working at Chocovic?

I started working at Chocovic because they began to have 
problems standardising the recipes and they needed someone 
with a more technical mindset. Back then, there were no 
technical people in the agrofood sector I'm a chemist and I 
started standardizing the compositions, looking for nutritional 
information on chocolate, explaining how it's made up, how it's 
made and standardising processes to make the chocolate we 
supplied to our customers more uniform, more repeatable.

we chat to 
Jaume Soldevila
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Following the launch of the Origen Único range 
the Selváticas range appeared. Where does this 
variety come from?

The Selváticas range was devised to move away from 
the purism of the Origen Único range. We decided to 
break away from classic chocolate and really get into 
getting cocoa directly out there. For Origen Único we 
only select the beans that have the traditional flavour 
of the variety. The Selváticas range seeks out that 
defect in the beans, the distinctive characteristics 
of each plantation, each fermentation... Curious 
flavours that aren't suitable for making chocolates 
with traditional flavours but that tell about the small 
print in the world of cocoa. With the Selváticas range 
we try to offer cocoa in a less conventional way, by 
valuing those particular features that appear during 
the fermentation process. To do this, we select each 
of the beans to be used for each recipe, and that's a 
concept we're still working on at present.

What does Chocovic offer that other brands 
don't?

Here at Chocovic we've always had a very clear goal: 
to be a link between the world of cocoa and the 
world of pastry and cooking. We offer cocoa in its 
pure state so artisans can give it a personality of its 
own. In terms of the African cocoa in our Profesional 
range, we always try to give our chocolates a great 
personality, working to preserve the personality of 
the roaster. In the Origen Único we're very respectful 
of the variety and the origin. A chocolate that tastes 
of cocoa and nothing else, so the artisan can give 
it a series of notes and a personality of its own. In 
our Selváticas range, the artisan can even taste the 
incidents of the world of cocoa.

How has chocolate making developed from 
when you started up to now?

There's much more cocoa content now and this 
has completely changed the processes. To make 
chocolate with 80% cocoa content involves a totally 
different set of needs, both in terms of process and 
ingredients, from what you need to make one with 
60%. A few years ago, a 60% chocolate was thought 
to have a high cocoa percentage. But nowadays, it's 
one with 80%.

Quality and sophistication have become linked with 
the amount of cocoa used in a recipe, to the extent 
that the value of a chocolate seems to lie in its % of 
cocoa butter, and it's not exactly like that, really... In 
fact, you have to use just the right amount of cocoa to 
get the flavour you want in each recipe.

Nowadays we have industrial processes that make it 
difficult to imagine the problems we had a few years 
back when we made chocolate. Imagine making 8 
tonnes measuring with baskets... These days you 
can make 20 times more chocolate per person, and 
20 times better. We calibrate the proportions of the 
ingredients using a computer system that gives 
information about the levels of fats, lactose and 
sucrose in the product in just a few minutes. We 
know everything about what's happened during the 
manufacturing process.

How was the Chocolate Academy ™ set up?

We had the idea of creating a new training concept 
other than the demonstrations had been running 
up to then. The demonstrations were closely linked 
to the product (this recipe with this product) and 
we wanted to take a totally different approach. We 
looked for top professionals in Catalan pastry merely 
because they were closer, but they also had a good 
reputation nationally, and we started to run courses 
where instead of talking about specific products, 
we talked about 60% chocolate, 40% chocolate, or 
chocolate with a particular % of cocoa butter or a 
particular % of milk. We moved away from selling the 
product directly and we started offering personalised 
recipes.

We created a space, an academy, where people came 
just to talk about training instead of selling. There 
were no sales people around, and that's how we 
turned the basic sales demonstration on its head. 
When Ramón Morató joined the team, we decided to 
run open courses that could interest our customers 
and that didn't have to be strictly related to chocolate, 
and that's how the Aula Chocovic concept as we 
know it today came about: multidisciplinary and open 

(pastries, cakes, cooking at low temperature, etc.). 
An academy based on concepts: not just providing 
recipes or techniques but putting the techniques at 
the service of the concepts. A source of inspiration; 
so students can come to the Aula and be free of 
their everyday work, with a sense of renewal from 
the day to day, so they go home afer the course with 
new recipes and techniques, but especially with new 
ideas.

Chocovic was the first brand to launch ranges 
of chocolate organised by monovarietal origins. 
How did the idea come about?

We started off with three universal couvertures: one 
thick, one medium and one with a greater cocoa 
butter content. You could make all the creations with 
any of the couvertures and we started to come up 
with specific couvertures for coating, filling, large 
mould, small mould... Back then, a couverture for 
each application had never been done before. Our 
commercial slogan was: “Chocovic, a couverture 
for each application”, and we realised that we had 
to take it further, we had to gain more in-depth 
knowledge about cocoa. By linking varieties to 
making things, we'd concentrated on the more 
physical properties of the end product (tempering, 
moulding, thickness, etc.) and our next step was to 
link it with the origin of the cocoa. That's how the 
monovarietal range came about: Orígen Único (Single 
Origin).

Back then it was thought that there were three 
cocoa varieties: Criollo, Forastero and Trinitario. 
Nowadays that classification falls very short because 
of the huge variety of cocoas out there, but in those 
days we tried to produce three ranges of chocolates 
linked to these three varieties. The aim was to raise 
awareness of the work done in the plantations by 
cocoa producers. An enormous task of harvesting, 
fermenting on various scales... it's a real wonder that 
we have high quality cocoa. With the monovarietal 
ranges we wanted to transform the personality 
or organoleptic profile of each area or origin into 
chocolate: Criollo, Forastero and Trinitario.  We said 
to ourselves: “Let's stop making chocolate and let's 
take the cocoa as chocolate so that professionals can 
work with it easily, but being much more respectful 
of the work done by cocoa producers.” Nowadays 
there are many other brands that have explored 
this idea of recovering origins, but Chocovic was the 
pioneer in taking cocoa to chocolate.
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signature
recipes

2016

Seasonal delicacies.
The Chocovic team of chefs, made up 
of the sector's top professionals, brings 
you a series of seasonal recipes.

Sergi Vela, Rafa Delgado, Lluís 
Costa, the Torres brothers and Raúl 
Bernal share with you a compilation 
of exceptional and exclusive creations 
devised this year. 



Art for sight, touch and taste. Fashion 
and gastronomy come together in this 
original collection of chocolate bars, 
dressed in prints by Huesca designer 
Mónica Navarro (Marie Polet). The 
partnership has produced ten different 
bars combining the most outstanding 
flavours and textures
of chocolate.

marie polet
collection of chocolate bars

B Y  R A Ú L  B E R N A L
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ingredients

others

assembly

1,635 g Origen Ocumare 71% 
dark chocolate couverture
12 g smoke powder
3.2 g smoked salt
4 vanilla pods
22 drops natural oak aroma
16 g cocoa butter (Magic 
Temper)

Selección Jade 38.8% milk 
chocolate couverture

In a food processor mix the couverture with the smoke powder, smoked salt, 
vanilla and natural oak aroma.

Keep on the hob 40ºC. 

To pour, lower the mix temperature to 32ºC and add the Magic Temper cocoa 
butter.

Place in the moulds and seal the bars with the couverture.

Prepare the chocolate bar moulds at a temperature of 20-24ºC.

Mould the bars with Jade milk chocolate couverture.

Pour in 65 g of the Ocumare couverture mixture, leave to 
pre-crystallize and seal with Jade milk chocolate couverture.

Place in the refrigerator for about 15 minutes and then leave at room tempera-
ture.

Once the bars have been removed from the moulds, pass a metal brush over 
them to give a wood effect and package.

pine needles bar (smoked)
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ingredients

assembly

2,100 g Selvática Jaine 32.3% 
white chocolate
30 g Macha green tea  
5 g fine salt  
9 drops natural rose aroma
21 g cocoa butter (Magic 
Temper)
C/s chopped crystallized rose

Mix together the white chocolate with the green tea and the natural rose aroma 
in a food processor.

Keep on the hob at 40ºC.

To pour, lower the mix temperature to 32ºC and add the Magic Temper cocoa 
butter.

Prepare the chocolate bar moulds at a temperature of 20-24ºC.

Pour in 100 g of the chocolate, green tea and roses mixture into each bar mould.

Add a few pieces of crystallized rose.

Place in the refrigerator for about 15 minutes and then leave at room 
temperature.

Remove from the mould.

Package.

Rose cologne bar (roses)
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pig, shark,
elephant

B Y  S E R G I  V E L A

Sweet animals for Easter.
These chocolate recipes are intended 
to be enjoyed both on the palate and in 
the making. The flat template becomes 
a fun three-dimensional figure, and 
is quick to make, surprisingly original 
and featuring the varied flavours of the 
best chocolate.
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Download the recipe with the templates from this link:
http://bit.ly/FigurasSergiVela

pig Nacar 30.3% white chocolate
1g Red food colouring
Selección Maragda 70% dark 
chocolate couverture

Print out the template that you can download from the link and trace onto 
Plaquene plastic, a very suitable material for making templates as it allows you 
to draw on it and you can wash it as many times as you like.

Once the outline of the pig has been drawn on the Plaquene plastic, cut it out 
with a scalpel and make the chocolate pieces like this:

To make the pink chocolate, heat 1 kilo of Nacar white chocolate in the 
microwave and add 1 g of fat soluble red colouring before tempering,  mixing in 
the colouring well with the help of a food processor.

Temper in the conventional way to 29ºC and spread the chocolate onto a piece of 
card and between 0.3 cm strips. 

When the chocolate starts to harden, use a Plaquene template and place it on 
the dyed chocolate, cutting round the edges of the template with scalpel or 
small knife, making two pieces of the desired shape. Cut out one piece of each 
side of the animal.

Turn the Plaquene over and wait 3 minutes before removing it from the 
chocolate.

Polish lightly and make 2 holes at the animal's hip level.

Make a 3 x 3 cm square mould with Maragda couverture. This will give some 
thickness to the animal's body. Stick it together with a drop of Maragda 
couverture.

Make 0.7 cm diameter chocolate tubes. These will go through the animal's 
body. Then make some Nacar chocolate bolts with double the amount of black 
colouring, to fit onto the chocolate tubes going through the animal.

Complete this Easter item by making holes for the eyes. Heat a thin point and 
make a small hole in the chocolate.

You can make a base for this Easter treat by moulding a 17.5 x 8.5 cm base with 
Maragda couverture and placing the animal on top, sticking it on with a few 
drops of tempered couverture.

The other option is to paint the item using the chocolate offcuts and adding 
equal amounts of cocoa butter to the chocolate. Lightly temper the mixture and 
paint with a spray gun and compressor.
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Download the recipe with the templates from this link:
http://bit.ly/FigurasSergiVela

shark Nacar 30.3% white chocolate
Selección Maragda 70% dark 
chocolate couverture
0,2 g black food colouring

Print out the template that you can download from the link and trace onto 
Plaquene plastic, a very suitable material for making templates as it allows you 
to draw on it and you can wash it as many times as you like.

Once the outline of the shark has been drawn on the Plaquene plastic, cut it out 
with a scalpel and make the chocolate pieces like this:

To make the grey chocolate, heat 1 kilo of Nacar white chocolate in the 
microwave and add 0,2 g of fat soluble black colouring before tempering, mixing 
in the colouring well with the help of a food processor.
Temper the white chocolate in the conventional way to 29ºC, then spread it onto 
a piece of card and between 0.3 cm strips. 

When the chocolate starts to harden, use a Plaquene template and place it on 
the white chocolate, cutting round the edges of the template with scalpel or 
small knife, making two pieces of the desired shape. Cut out one piece of each 
side of the animal.

Turn the Plaquene over and wait 3 minutes before removing it from the 
chocolate.

Polish lightly and make 2 holes at the animal's hip level.

Make a 3 x 3 cm square mould with Maragda couverture. This will give some 
thickness to the animal's body. Stick it together with a drop of Maragda 
couverture.

Make 0.7 cm diameter chocolate tubes. These will go through the animal's 
body. Then make some Nacar chocolate bolts with double the amount of black 
colouring, to fit onto the chocolate tubes going through the animal.

Complete this Easter item by making holes for the eyes. Heat a thin point and 
make a small hole in the chocolate.

You can make a base for this Easter treat by moulding a 12 x 6 cm base with 
Maragda couverture and placing the animal on top, sticking it on with a few 
drops of tempered couverture.

The other option is to paint the item using the chocolate offcuts and adding 
equal amounts of cocoa butter to the chocolate. Lightly temper the mixture and 
paint with a spray gun and compressor.
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Download the recipe with the templates from this link:
http://bit.ly/FigurasSergiVela

elephant Nacar 30.3% white chocolate
0,2 g Black food colouring
Selección Maragda 70% dark 
chocolate couverture

Print out the template that you can download from the link and trace onto 
Plaquene plastic, a very suitable material for making templates as it allows you 
to draw on it and you can wash it as many times as you like.

Once the outline of the elephant has been drawn on the Plaquene plastic, cut it 
out with a scalpel and make the chocolate pieces like this:

To make the grey chocolate, heat 1 kilo of Nacar white chocolate in the 
microwave and add 0,2 g of fat soluble black colouring before tempering,  mixing 
in the colouring well with the help of a food processor.

Temper in the conventional way to 29ºC, then spread the grey chocolate onto a 
piece of card and between 0.3 cm strips. 

When the chocolate starts to harden, use a Plaquene template and place it on 
the dyed chocolate, cutting round the edges of the template with scalpel or 
small knife, making two pieces of the desired shape. Cut out one piece of each 
side of the animal.

Turn the Plaquene over and wait 3 minutes before removing it from the 
chocolate.

Polish lightly and make 2 holes at the animal's hip level.

Make a 3 x 3 cm square mould with Maragda couverture. This will give some 
thickness to the animal's body. Stick it together with a drop of Maragda 
couverture.

Make 0.7 cm diameter chocolate tubes. These will go through the animal's 
body. Then make some Nacar chocolate bolts with double the amount of black 
colouring, to fit onto the chocolate tubes going through the animal.

Complete this Easter item by making holes for the eyes. Heat a thin point and 
make a small hole in the chocolate.

You can make a base for this Easter treat by moulding a 20 x 10 cm base with 
Maragda couverture and placing the animal on top, sticking it on with a few 
drops of tempered couverture.

The other option is to paint the item using the chocolate offcuts and adding 
equal amounts of cocoa butter to the chocolate. Lightly temper the mixture and 
paint with a spray gun and compressor.
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shorompo
B Y  T H E  T O R R E S  B R O T H E R S

shorompo dough

chocolate cream

sweet ponzu

others

180 g weak flour
180 g strong flour
20 g tapioca flour
130 g dextrose
200 g soursop pulp

350 g 35% Mg cream
350 g full cream milk
70 g sugar
170 g pasteurized egg yolks
560 g Selección Jade 38.8% milk chocolate 
couverture

100 g ponzu
100 g 1/400 syrup

Green shiso sprouts
Marigold flower

Mix and knead together all the ingredients until a 
smooth dough is obtained.
 
Store in the refrigerator.

Heat the cream with the milk and the sugar.
 
Scald over the egg yolks, cook everything at 85ºC and 
strain.
 
Pour over the melted milk chocolate couverture and 
emulsify.
 
Measure out in a spherical mould, freeze in a metallic 
cutter and store in the freezer.

A cultural mix.
This exotic bite, both in terms of 
image and flavours, combines typical 
South American ingredients to give a 
special flavour. But the method and 
presentation are reminiscent of dishes 
in faraway Japan.



500 g cream
90 g sugar
670 g Selección Maragda 70% dark 
chocolate couverture
150 g butter
30 g armagnac 
Bolas negras Chocovic (Dark chocolate 
balls)

115 g butter
50 g sugar
60 g brown sugar
175 g weak flour
50 g almond flour
1 g salt
1 g powdered star anise

Star anise crumble
tempered Selección Maragda 70% dark 
chocolate couverture 

armagnac ganache

star anise crumble

others

Boil the cream with the sugar. Leave to rest until it 
reaches 80ºC.
Scald the previously chopped couverture in three stages 
in the Thermomix. 
Emulsify without exceeding 40ºC. Add the butter, chilled 
and cubed. 
Finally add the armagnac. 
The emulsion should not exceed 35 / 40ºC. 
Leave to rest until the temperate drops
to 25ºC. Pour out. Leave to crystallize. 

Cut the butter into regular cubes. Freeze. 
Mix together the flour, sugar, almond flour, anise and 
salt in the bowl of a food processor. 
When the butter is frozen, add to the bowl and whisk 
with the food processor. Leave it to run until you get 
small balls of dough. Spread onto a tray and freeze. 
Cook at 150ºC for 15-20 minutes.

Coat the filled Dark chocolate balls Chocovic with the 
tempered choclate. Before its starts to crystallize, roll 
them in the crumble.
Use your hands to round them off without pressing too 
hard (so the crumble doesn't get crushed).

 

moon
armagnac truffle with anise crumble

B Y  R A FA  D E L G A D O

The moon on your palate.
Inside this sweet bite is a wealth 
of contrasting textures - the outer 
crumble gives way to the smooth 
ganache, which melts in the mouth. 
The armagnac provides the final touch 
to the combination of flavours and 
chocolate.
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300 g egg whites
4.5 g powdered egg whites
67 g sugar
45 g toasted almond flour
105 g grated dried coconut
115 g caster sugar
75 g weak flour
1 g salt
38 g coconut pulp

63 g milk
3 g gelatin
97 g Istak 30.9% white chocolate
125 g cold liquid cream
1 Bourbon vanilla pod
3 g lime zest

180 g mango
120 g passion fruit
80 g eggs
80 g egg yolks
56 g sugar
92 g butter
4.5 g gelatin leaves

coconut Daquoise sponge

Namelaka vanilla cream

Passion fruit mango cream

assembly

Using the Robot-Coupe, mix the toasted almond flour, 
salt, caster sugar and flour until a smooth mixture is 
obtained. Add the dried coconut. Beat the egg yolks, 
adding the sugar at the end of the beating process. Add 
the solid ingredients and the remaining coconut milk. 
Spread onto a tin with a flexipan and cook at 180ºC for 
19 minutes (the first 3 minutes with an open air intake).

Aromatize the milk with the vanilla and the zest for 24 
hours.
Boil and strain over the white chocolate.
Emulsify and gradually add the cold milk to the food 
mixer.
Leave in the refrigerator for 24 hours and pour out.

Mix together everything except the soaked gelatin and 
the butter.
Cook together at 83ºC and add the gelatin leaves. At 
a temperature of 35ºC, add the creamed butter and 
emulsify.

Cut the sponge cake into strips 40 cm long and 2.5 cm 
wide.
Add a little of the cream mixture to a silicon mould and 
then use a piping bag to place a dot of Namelaka vanilla 
cream in between the waves in the mould.
Continue by adding the passion fruit mango cream and, 
lastly, seal with the coconut sponge cake.
For the glaze, take 500 g of cold neutral glaze and add 
3 g of orange colouring plus 2 g gold powder. Emulsify 
with the food processor and heat to 40ºC, glaze and cut 
the pieces.

We savour the freshness
of Latin America.
Several South American fruits blend 
together in this creation of refreshing 
and ephemeral yet memorable 
flavours. Mango, coconut and passion 
fruit give an exotic touch that comes 
together perfectly in this item of fine 
pastry.

intense
with passion fruit mango and sponge cake

B Y  L L U Í S  C O S TA
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Christmas
recipes

Boost your creativity. Christmas is 
one of the times of year when pastry 
making is at its most creative, and our 
vocation is to encourage creativity in 
artisans just like you. Raúl Bernal and 
Rafa Delgado share their favourite 
recipes for the festive period to help 
you move forward in your passion,
in your creativity and in your profession. 
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225 g butter
210 g sugar
90 g egg yolks
300 g flour
6 g baking powder (impulsor)
6 g salt
5 g powdered cardamom

65 g milk
65 g cream
30 g egg yolks
10 g vanilla sugar
1 g gelatin leaves
175 g Tokelat 41.4% milk chocolate 
couverture
15 g Selección Maragda 70% dark chocolate 
couverture 

250 g passion fruit purée
250 g apricot purée
50 g cardamom

140 g sugar
320 g eggs
14 g inverted sugar
260 g egg whites
60 g sugar
60 g butter
200 g powdered almond
100 g weak flour
30 g Selección 22 cocoa powder

100 g purées and cardamom infusion
50 g sugar
50 g water

45 g sugar
45 g 35% Mg cream
30 g butter
1 g fleur de sel

cardamom Breton shortbread

milk couverture cream
vanilla

purées and cardamom infusion

cocoa sponge cake

passion fruit cardamom syrup
apricot

salted caramel

Make the butter into a smooth cream with a spatula, 
add the sugar and then the egg yolks.
Sieve the remaining ingredients and mix them in.
Spread out to 0.6 cm thickness and cut with the 
14 cm inner ring. Cook the dough inside a ring at 170ºC 
for about 25 minutes.

Heat the milk with the cream and the vanilla sugar.
Scald the egg yolks and cook everything at 85ºC.
Add the gelatin leaves.
Strain.
Pour over the melted couvertures and emulsify.
Place 90 g of the cream inside each mould.

Heat the purées and add the cardamom.
Infuse for 3 minutes.
Leave to cool and store for 24 hours in the refrigerator.
Strain and store frozen.

Whisk the eggs with the sugar and the invert
sugar.
Whisk the egg whites with the sugar.
Melt the butter.
Sieve all the solid ingredients together.
Mix part of the egg whites with the beaten 
egg and then with the remaining egg whites.
Add the solid ingredients and lastly the butter.
Spread out in a 60 x 40 cm tin. 
Cook at 180ºC for 17 minutes.

Heat the water with the sugar and add the infusion.
Coat the cocoa sponge.

Caramelize the sugar.
Decaramelize with the cream and the very hot
butter.
Add the salt.
Temper the mixture in a gastronom.
Set aside.
Place a spiral of caramel on the coated sponge cake.

B Y  R A Ú L  B E R N A L

There's always room for excitement. 
A red dot of hope in the middle of a 
sad, dark Christmas represented with 
cardamom Breton shortbread, vanilla 
milk couverture cream and cocoa 
sponge cake. 

black christmas
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apricot chiboust
passion fruit-cardamom

turron Bavaroise

Maragda glaze

assembly

170 g milk
170 g purées and cardamom infusion
75 g sugar
65 g egg yolks
30 g cornflour
3.5 g gelatin leaves
65 g purées and cardamom infusion
6 g powdered egg whites
50 g water
160 g sugar

225 g milk
225 g cream
85 g honey
135 g egg yolks
180 g turron paste
135 g Tokelat 41.4% milk chocolate 
couverture
45 g Selección Maragda 70% dark chocolate 
couverture
8 g gelatin leaves
460 g semi-whipped cream

140 g water
240 g sugar
240 g glucose
155 g condensed milk
10 g Selección 22 cocoa powder
12 g gelatin leaves
200 g Selección Maragda 70% dark 
chocolate couverture
10 g fat soluble black colouring

Heat the milk with the mixture of purées, the cardamom 
and the sugar.
Scald the egg yolks with the cornflour.
Cook at 85ºC.
Add the gelatin.
Whisk the infusion of purées and cardamom with the
previously hydrated powdered egg whites. 
Boil the water with the sugar at 121ºC, pour
over the meringue and whisk.
Mix part of the meringue with the cream and
then the rest.
Place inside and freeze.

Heat the milk with the cream and the honey.
Pour over the egg yolks and cook at 85ºC.
Add the gelatin leaves.
Mix the turron paste with the melted
couvertures.
Emulsify with crème anglaise.
When the mixture reaches 24ºC, mix in two stages
with the semi-whipped cream.
Place in the mould and insert the filling.
Freeze.

Boil the water with the sugar, glucose and condensed
milk.
Add the gelatin leaves.
Pour over the dark chocolate couverture with the cocoa 
and the colouring.
Strain.
Emulsify with a food processor.
Glaze between 35 / 40ºC.

Place the cream on the shortbread.
Place the cocoa sponge cake and coat it with the
passion fruit, cardamom and apricot syrup.
Stretch out a spiral of salted caramel.
Add the chiboust and freeze.
Position the turron Bavaroise and insert the 
filling.
Freeze.
Coat.
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25 g sunflower oil
70 g anhydrous butter (butter oil)
40 g Chocovic cocoa butter 
175 g 50% hazelnut praline
245 g hazelnut paste
375 g Selección Jade 38.8% 
milk chocolate couverture
3 g liquid lecithin

300 g Sankual 34.9% 
 milk chocolate couverture
200 g Chocovic cocoa butter

350 g Selección Opal 30.3%
white chocolate
150 g Chocovic cocoa butter

hazelnut cream milk
couverture

Sankual milk couverture
paint

Opal white chocolate paint

assembly

Heat all the cream to 40ºC and temper at 23ºC.
Pour out and leave to crystallize.

Melt the milk couverture and the butter 
separately and mix them together.
Paint over the mould at 32ºC.

Melt the white chocolate and the cocoa butter
separately and mix them together.
Paint over the mould at 30ºC.

Toast panko at 150ºC for 30 minutes,
approximately and set aside.

Roughly paint the sides of the mould using a paintbrush 
with
milk couverture and then make a few lines
with dark couverture.

Mould the turron in white chocolate.

Place the cream in the mould and leave to crystallize.

Seal with Jade milk couverture.

Remove from the mould.

Add a thin layer of white chocolate on one side
and sprinkle over the panko until it is completely
covered.

Leave to cool and paint with white paint to
make the panko impermeable.

Turn the turron so the base is facing upwards and paint 
with milk paint.

To finish, paint some shading with an airbrush.

toasted turron
with hazelnut cream

B Y  R A Ú L  B E R N A L

Turron in a stuffed bread format. 
The toasted bread and the contrast 
between the Sankual milk couverture 
paint and the Opal white chocolate 
paint means you get a more realistic 
toasted bread effect, with an 
unexpected filling of hazelnut cream 
with Jade milk couverture.
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250 g dried figs
250 g Malaga raisins
100 g dried apricots
100 g dried blueberries
50 g cereals
50 g nibbed almonds
250 g Selección opal 30.3%
white chocolate
10 g sunflower oil
20 g Oporto

250 g Istak 30.9% white chocolate
5 g milled pink pepper
15 g freeze-dried redcurrants
10 g powdered yoghurt 
gold leaf

fig base

white chocolate, pink pepper 
and redcurrant cover

Toast the nibbed almonds in a convection oven at 150ºC 
to dry and lightly brown them. 
Place the dehydrated and dried fruit with the port in a 
bag. Leave to macerate for 2 hours. 
Open the bag and leave the fruit on absorbent paper. 
Next, chop the fruit to a thickness of 0.5 cm. 
Mix the melted white chocolate with the oil and temper 
at 29ºC. 
Mix the chocolate with the chopped dried fruit and the 
toasted almonds. 
Add the cereals last to prevent them from being 
crushed.
Place in a mould. Set aside until the chocolate has 
crystallized. 

Temper the white chocolate. 
Add the milled pink pepper, the yoghurt and the 
powdered freeze-dried redcurrants, strained over the 
white chocolate. 
Arrange the gold leaf on a plastic sheet and shake a few 
big drops of chocolate over them. 
Place the fig base over the leaf and press down.
Leave to crystallize and remove from the mould. 
Set aside.

fig aalto
Alvar Aalto collection

B Y  R A FA  D E L G A D O

Design icon.
To make this creation, the author 
was inspired by the shape of the 
famous Savoy vase by Alvar Aalto, 
a Scandinavian design piece. In 
addition to the strong presence of 
white chocolate, figs, raisins and dried 
apricots all contribute to a character 
that contrasts with the crispy cereals.
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The sweetest side of peaches.
Ocumare chocolate couverture, with 
its slightly acid, toasted nuances, 
combines perfectly with peachy notes. 
In this pure cake you'll find a peach 
stone made with chocolate, praline 
and almonds, giving a clue to the filling 
hidden away inside the dessert.

chocolate, 
peach, 

hazelnut
B Y  R A FA  D E L G A D O
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125 g granulated sugar
200 g raw almonds in their skins
300 g eggs
125 g caster sugar
55 g weak flour
20 g Selección 22 cocoa powder
5 g chemical yeast   
100 g almond flour
250 g melted butter
10 g Amaretto

120 g pasteurized egg yolks 
50 g pasteurized eggs 
90 g caster sugar 
60 g water

220 g cream
450 g 50% hazelnut praline
100 g pure hazelnut paste
5 gelatin leaves
500 g semi-whipped cream
140 g pâte à bombe

250 g peaches
25 g sugar
80 g peach purée
1 vanilla pod
1 ½ gelatin leaves

240 g cream
240 g Origen Ocumare 71.1% dark chocolate 
couverture 
80 g egg yolks
370 g semi-whipped cream  

cocoa sponge cake

pâte à bombe

Hazelnut mousse

peach gel

Ocumare mousse

Caramelize the hazelnuts with the sugar. 
Leave to cool. 
Use a coupé to crush the caramelized hazelnuts 
together with the other solids except for the caster 
sugar. 
Mix the egg with the caster sugar until everything has 
completely dissolved. 
Add the Amaretto. 
Mix together liquids and solids. 
Lastly, homogenize by adding the butter.
Leave to rest for one hour.
Spread on a baking tray to a thickness of 0.4 cm. 
Bake at 180ºC. 

Place everything in a bowl. Cook in bain-marie to 82ºC.

Boil the cream.
Heat the paste and the praline in bain-marie so it 
tempers. 
Mix with the cream and add the gelatin, previously 
melted in the microwave. 
Add the semi-whipped cream. Finish off the pâte à 
bombe.

Peel and cut the peach into regular 5 mm cubes. 
Caramelize the sugar and add the peach. Sautée.
Remove from the heat and mix with the hot purée and 
the vanilla pulp.
Add the gelatin leaves previously soaked in cold water 
and ice. 
Gelify in 12 cm x 5 mm discs. 
Freeze. 

Heat the cream and egg yolks to 82ºC. 
Add the couverture and mix until everything is 
homogenized and melted. 
Mix with the the semi-whipped cream.
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110 g water
50 g liquid glucose
100 g dextrose
110 g 35% cream
25 g powdered skimmed milk
350 g sugar
140 g Selección 22 cocoa powder
16 gelatin leaves
250 g cold neutral gelatin

100 g Jade 38.8% milk chocolate couverture
50 g Istak 30.9% white chocolate
20 g Chocovic cocoa butter
50 g raw almond praline
c.s Polignac almonds

100 g raw Largueta almonds 
50 g sugar
50 g glucose
100 g water

 

cocoa glaze

false peach stone

Polignac almond

assembly

Place the water, glucose and dextrose in a pan. Heat to 
40ºC. 
Add the cream, powdered milk, sugar and powdered 
cocoa.
Leave to cook until the mixture starts to boil.
Remove from the heat and add the gelatin leaves 
previously soaked. 
Mix thoroughly using the food processor at low speed 
(do not add air). 
Add the neutral gelatin and continue mixing. 
Leave to rest and glaze at 35ºC.

Melt the chocolates and the cocoa butter separately. 
Combine them.
Add the almond praline. 
Temper the mixture at 24ºC. 
Pour the mixture into the mould, inserting a Polignac 
almond inside. 
Leave to crystallize and remove from the mould. 

Make a syrup with the glucose, sugar and water. When it 
boils, add the almonds and cover the pan. Remove from 
the heat.
Leave to cool and drain the almonds. 
Return the syrup to the heat and repeat the operation 
once more. 
When cooled, drain and toast them in the oven at 145ºC 
until completely crispy. 

Place a layer of Ocumare mousse in the bottom of the 
mould. Next, add a disc of sponge cake, pressing down 
so the walls rise. Cover with a thin layer of hazelnut 
mousse, then place a disc of peach gel on top. 
Fill with hazelnut mousse making a thin layer. Next, add 
another layer of Ocumare mousse and place a disc of 
sponge cake on top.
Freeze. 
Remove from the mould. 
Heat the glaze and glaze at 35ºC. 
Decorate with a false stone.
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coconut
snowballs

B Y  R A Ú L  B E R N A L

300 g coconut purée
12 g lime zest
7 g fresh mint
50 g glucose
60 g invert sugar
60 g crystallized sorbitol
625 g Istak 30.9% white chocolate
85 g Malibu

400 g powdered coconut milk
200 g trehalose

coconut ganache

coconut milk and trehalose 
mixture

assembly

Heat the coconut purée with the zest and mint, infuse 
for 3 minutes and strain.
Rectify for coconut purée and mix with the other 
ingredients.
Heat the coconut purée with the sugars at 40ºC.
Melt the white chocolate at 40ºC.
Emulsify the purée with the chocolate and when the 
mixture reaches 40ºC add the Malibu.
Perfect the emulsion and set aside until the
ganache cools to below 28ºC.
Place in the white chocolate capsules.
Leave to crystallize and seal.

Mix and set aside in an airtight container.

Measure the ganache into the white chocolate capsule.
Leave to crystallize.
Seal with white chocolate.
Add a thin layer of white chocolate and pour over the 
mixture of coconut milk and trehalose.
Stir well so it spreads and they are nicely rounded.
Remove the balls and leave them in an airtight
container.
After 24 hours, sieve them to remove any excess 
Package.

A special dessert for the winter 
season. Coconut ganache truffles with 
Istak white chocolate, coconut purée, 
lime zest and fresh mint. A delicious 
combination of flavours and a snowball 
effect presentation. 
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500 g raspberry purée
2 g grated nutmeg
10 g basil

500 g raspberry infusion  
90 g liquid glucose
90 g inverted sugar 
600 g Selección Jade 38.8%
milk chocolate couverture
800 g Origen Guaranda 70.9% dark 
chocolate couverture
100 g Sankual 34.9%
milk chocolate couverture

c/s Selección Maragda 70% dark chocolate 
couverture tempered 
 

raspberry infusion

ganache

coating

Leave the raspberry pulp with the grated nutmeg and 
the basil overnight. 

Place the raspberry purée and the sugars in a pan, heat 
to 45ºC and make sure all the sugars dissolve fully. 
Strain. 
Melt the chocolate and gradually add the raspberry 
mixture. 
Emulsify. 
Pour out. 
Leave to crystallize in the mould.

Coat the turron. 

aalto raspberries
Alvar Aalto collection

B Y  R A FA  D E L G A D O

The flavour of Scandinavian art.
The organic shapes of the Savoy vase 
by Alvar Aalto take centre stage once 
again as part of the sweet collection 
inspired by design and architecture. 
This time, dark chocolate and milk 
chocolate combine with the powerful 
flavour of raspberries to produce a 
dessert full of passion.  
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step by step

Inspiration in detail. 
Our ambassadors Christian Escribà, 
the Torres brothers, Rafa Delgado and 
Sergi Vela share the secrets behind 
some of their most exceptional
and exclusive creations. A true source 
of inspiration and innovation to 
accompany you in your daily practice. 
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step by step
b y  C H R I S T I A N  E S C R I B À

A pastry chef, just like his father, his 
grandfather and his great-grandfather 
before him, Christian Escribà has 
successfully created a magical world of 
pastry from the workshop at the iconic 
Pastisseria Escribà in Barcelona. His 
unmistakable style has made him one 
of the internationally renowned pastry 
chefs on this country's pastry scene. 
His byword? Making people happy with 
his creations. 
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ae546
Antonio Escribà 546 cake

B Y  C H R I S T I A N  E S C R I B À

The Escribà family legacy.
This elaborate cake pays tribute to 
Antoni Escribà, its author's father. 
Number 546 on Barcelona's Gran 
Via de les Corts Catalanes is the 
birthplace of the famous “chocolate 
magician” and it's still operating today 
as the acclaimed Pastisseria Escribà, 
a renowned exponent of Catalan 
confectionery and pastry making.
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130 g milk
190 g egg yolk
30 g inverted sugar
140 g Tobado 64.5% dark
chocolate couverture 
150 g semi-whipped cream

250 g 50% hazelnut praline
100 g hazelnut paste
170 g Tobado 64.5% dark
chocolate couverture 
5 g soluble coffee
75 g crushed wafers

120 g Tobado 64.5% dark
chocolate couverture 
80 g cocoa butter

chocolate mousse

chocolate and coffee crisp

chocolate paint
(painting is done with a spray 
gun)

To make the crème anglaise, take the milk, the vanilla 
pods cut in half (lengthways) plus the invert sugar and 
bring to the boil. When the mixture has boiled, pour 
through a strainer over the egg yolks, beating vigorously 
so they do not start to cook. Next, place the mixture 
over the heat again, stirring all the time, especially 
the bottom of the pan to prevent sticking. Make sure it 
cooks at the right temperature. It should cook between 
80ºC and 85ºC; at a higher temperature the cream will 
thicken more.

Allow the temperature to drop to 35ºC and add the 
semi-whipped cream with the spatula (see the formula 
for the praline mousse).

Mix all the ingredients together in a bowl with the 
spatula in the following order:
Pour the hazelnut paste with the praline into the 
previously melted chocolate couverture. Then add the 
soluble coffee and crushed wafers. Spread out the 
mixture obtained between two sheets of sulphurised 
paper and roll out until you get a thickness of about 1 
mm. Place in the freezer for 20 minutes. Remove the 
sheets of sulphurised paper and cut two pieces in the 
desired shape for the cake filling (it should be the same 
size as the one used for the hazelnut praline mousse. 
Store in the freezer.

Mix the two melted ingredients together and place in 
the spray gun tank.

hazelnut streuzzuel 

hazelnut praline mousse

100 g creamed butter
100 g toasted hazelnuts
100 g granulated sugar (sucrose) 
100 g weak flour
1 g salt

50 g granulated sugar (sucrose)
200 g milk
100 g egg yolks
11 g gelatin leaves
360 g 50% hazelnut praline
750 g semi-whipped cream

Mix the toasted hazelnuts, weak flour and salt and  
crush to a powdery texture in the food processor.

Place the creamed butter and the granulated sugar in a 
bowl and mix together well. Add the powder obtained in 
the first step and knead by hand until you get a smooth 
dough.

Roll out the dough between two sheets of sulphurised 
paper until you get a thickness of about 4 mm.  Freeze 
and cut out a square for the cake base.

Bake in an oven preheated to 160 ºC for 13 minutes and 
set aside.

First, make a crème anglaise. To do this, place the 
milk and the sugar in a pan and bring to the boil. Pour 
over the egg yolks and stir until smooth.  Heat the 
mixture obtained to 85ºC over a gentle heat, stirring 
continuously.
Remove from the heat and add the gelatin, previously 
soaked in cold water, and stir again (see step by step 
photos for the crème anglaise).

Place the hazelnut praline in a bowl and pour in the 
cream obtained earlier, strain and mix together. Add the 
very lightly whipped cream and make a smooth cream 
using a spatula.

Pour everything into a 2 cm sided frame and freeze. 
Later, cut it with a metal cutter.
Store in the freezer.

preparation
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4

5

6

Add the other crisp layer.

Cover everything and close the mould with the 
remaining chocolate mousse.

Remove the mould with hot water (taking care no water 
gets into the mould), paint and place on the hazelnut 
biscuit.

assembly
step by step

1

2

3

1

The mould is filled from bottom to top, in a reverse 
assembly, with a square thermoform plastic mould 
measuring 17 x 17 cm and 4.5 cm deep.

First add 1 cm of chocolate mousse over the bottom and 
chill for 5 minutes in the freezer.

Then add the chocolate and coffee crisp. Place the 
praline mousse on top.
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step by step
b y  T H E  T O R R E S  B R O T H E R S

Brothers by birth and by profession. 
There's been no stopping Sergio and 
Javier Torres since they decided, at the 
tender age of 14, that they wanted to be 
chefs. Inspired by their grandmother 
Catalina, they've been devoting body 
and soul to gastronomy for more than 
thirty years. Their passion for cooking 
has led them to work in the world's top 
restaurants, always apart. 

At the moment they're both chefs in 
gourmet restaurant Dos Cielos (1* 
Michelin), where they practice a simple, 
personal form of cuisine, combining the 
traditional and the cutting-edge.



mandarin, 
yoghurt, basil

B Y  T H E  T O R R E S  B R O T H E R S

Flavours of the Mare Nostrum.
Several Mediterranean coasts 
provide their favourite ingredient in 
this refreshing dessert packed with 
flavours: mandarins from Valencia, 
basil from Italy and a touch of Greek 
yoghurt, famous for its creamy texture.
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1

2

3

Add 3 cubes of agar and 2 mandarin segments 
alternately over the spiral.

assembly
step by step

Prepare a plate.

Arrange the basil cream, making a spiral with a 6 cm 
piping bag nozzle
in the centre of the plate.

white chocolate and basil cream

mandarin agar

mandarin sorbet

yoghurt cloud

yoghurt popcorn (nitro)

mandarin shots

others

260 g cream
350 g milk
50 g basil
80 g dextrose
80 g butter
7.6 g gelatin leaves
760 g Selección Opal 30.3%
white chocolate

500 g mandarin juice
3.8 g agar
1.3 g gelatin leaves

795 g water
80 g sugar
120 g powdered glucose
120 g dextrose
50 g maltodextrin
6 g neutral stabilizer for sorbets
330 g mandarin juice

110 g Isomalt
50 g Trimoline (1)
50 g water
55 g Yopol (powdered yoghurt)
4.25 gelatine leaves
35 g Trimoline (2)

460 g natural yoghurt
120 g syrup
120 g cream
30 g Yopol

250 g mandarin juice
 2 g Gelespessa

2-3 mandarin segments 
Basil cress shoots

Scald the basil leaves and infuse in the milk and cream 
for 2 minutes.
 
Mix and add dextrose and gelatin, pour over the 
chocolate using a sieve.
Emulsify and gradually add the butter.
 Make a vacuum and set aside in the refrigerator.

Heat some of the juice with the agar and bring to the boil.
Add the gelatin leaves and the rest of the juice.
Leave to gel and cut in 1cm x 1cm cubes.

Heat the water to 40ºC, add the sugars and bring to the 
boil.

When cold, add the mandarin juice, mix and macerate in 
the refrigerator for 4 to 6 hours.

Heat the Isomalt, water and Trimoline (1) to 110 ºC.
Pour over the Trimoline (2) (kitchen aid bowl) and add 
the gelatine leaves.
Whip at maximum speed.
When almost whipped add the Yopol.
Once the mixture starts to cling to the whisk, transfer 
quickly to a piping bag.
Pipe (using a plain nº8 nozzle) over cornflour and caster 
sugar (tpt).
Leave to dry for about 10 minutes and keep in a dry 
place.

Mix everything in a bowl and load the syphon with two 
charges.

Without using a nozzle attachment, fire shots of yoghurt 
foam over a container with liquid nitrogen.

Set aside at -25ºC.

Just before serving, refresh with nitrogen to keep it crispy.

Mix and fill a dropper bottle.
 
Squeeze drops over a container with liquid nitrogen.

Set aside at -25ºC.
 
Just before serving, refresh with nitrogen.

preparation
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4

5

6

Add the yoghurt clouds together with the agar
and the segments, then place the mandarin shots
in the centre of the cream.

Arrange the mandarin sorbet on the shots.

Lastly, finish off the dessert with the sprouts and the 
yoghurt nitro popcorn.
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step by step
b y  S E R G I  V E L A

Three values define the way Sergi 
Vela's pastry making can be 
understood (Barcelona, 1973). He 
learned to love the trade at the Escola 
de Pastisseria del Gremi in Barcelona, 
where he began his training, which 
he later expanded in the city's best 
bakeries. 
His passion and boundless love for a 
job well done has led him to work as 
head pastry chef in some of Spain's 
most prestigious restaurants. For 
Sergi Vela, the combination of good 
technique and an essential dose of 
sensitivity can turn a classic butter puff 
pastry into a true gourmet gem.
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The Mediterranean dessert.
At first glance, you can't tell whether 
this original paella is a miniature 
version of the real thing or whether 
it's really made with chocolate and 
sweet ingredients. The author plays 
with optical illusion to simulate this 
Mediterranean symbol and catch our 
attention.

chocolate
paella

B Y  S E R G I  V E L A
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lime cloud calamari

spiced chocolate rice

exotic gel

sea fruits

125 g sugar
40 g mineral water
40 g inverted sugar
50 g lime juice
55 g inverted sugar
8 g gelatin leaves

500 g Istak 30.9% white chocolate
4 g Chinese spices

85 g passion fruit purée 
20 g lemon juice
50 g mango purée
60 g sugar
1.6 g agar
1 gelatin leaf
85 g mango purée

Cook the sugar, mineral water, invert sugar and lime 
juice at 110ºC.

Mix with the second inverted sugar and the gelatin and 
beat until its volume trebles at the end of the beating 
process.

Spread using a bent spatula knife onto a Silpat mould 
previously sprayed with a demoulding agent.

After 3 hours make cylinders using 2 different-sized 
cutters.

Coat the lime cloud calamari with a 50% mixture of 
starch and caster sugar.

Melt the white chocolate in the microwave and add the 
Chinese spices.

Temper as usual and spread the chocolate onto a fairly 
thick slab of marble.

Before it hardens fully, use a zester to make spiced 
chocolate shavings. Leave to crystallize for 1 hour in a 
cool, dry place.

Using a knife, cut into small pieces the size of grains 
of rice. Once you have al the pieces, select the best and 
place in the enrober to round off the ends slightly and 
improve the shape.

Heat the first 3 purées in a pan with the sugar, add the 
agar and mix well using a balloon whisk, bringing to the 
boil.

Remove from the heat and add the second part of the 
mango purée and the gelatin, previously soaked in 
plenty of cold water.

Cool quickly to enable the gelatin to act and once cold, 
break up in the Thermomix to get a spreadable gel.

To make the sweet paella look more realistic, fill 
crustacean-shaped silicon moulds with tempered white 
couverture and touches of cocoa butter dyed black.

red plastic couverture

paella mould

whipped hazelnut cream and 
Jade

hazelnut crumble

250 g Istak 30.9% white chocolate
50 g Chocovic cocoa butter
70 g glucose
25 g mineral water
2 g red food colouring

Selección Maragda 70%
dark chocolate couverture
Cointreau
Silver food colouring

200 g cream
80 g Selección Jade 38.8% milk
chocolate couverture
25 g toasted hazelnut paste

75 g butter
75 g flour
75 g sugar
1 g salt
75 g toasted hazelnuts
0.2 g vanilla

Melt the cocoa butter over the heat and pour over the 
white chocolate in drops, add the glucose and the hot 
water.

Pour all the ingredients into the food processor and 
blend, add the colouring and tightly cover with cling film.
Store in the refrigerator for 24 hours.

After the allotted time, lightly knead the couverture and 
sieve the plastic couverture through a flour sieve.

Shape the paella handles and leave to crystallize for 4 
hours so they harden.

Make a plastic mould that resembles a paella pan using 
tempered couverture.

It's important that the couverture layer is not too thick.

Once the paella pan has been removed from the 
mould, turn it over and using a mixture of silver food 
colouring and Cointreau, lightly paint using an airbrush 
to simulate a metallic appearance.  Leave to dry so the 
alcohol evaporates and turn it over so you can stick on 
the red plastic couverture handles.

Boil the cream and pour over the Jade couverture and 
the hazelnut paste. Use the food mixer to get a good 
emulsion.

Store at 4ºC for 24 hours tightly covered with cling film.

The next day, whip the mixture just as you would for 
cream, but take care as it will whip up much quicker 
and there's a risk it might separate if you whip it too 
much.

Cut the butter into very small squares and place in the 
freezer.

Mix together the sugar, flour, salt, powdered toasted 
hazelnuts and the vanilla in the food processor using 
the paddle.

Add the butter gradually, making a mixture with a 
texture similar to sand. Pour onto sulphurised paper in 
a black tin and leave to rest in the freezer.

Cook at 150ºC for 25 minutes.

preparation
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4

5

6

Add a few lime cloud calamari.

Add the spiced chocolate grains of rice. 

To finish off the dessert with sea fruits, apply a few 
drops of exotic gel with a dropper.

assembly
step by step

1

2

3

1

Prepare the chocolate paella base and cover with a 
layer of exotic gel.

Add the filling by applying 1 cm of whipped hazelnut 
cream and Jade with a piping bag.

Cover the surface with hazelnut crumble.
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step by step
b y  R A FA  D E L G A D O

Having opted for pastry at an early age, 
Rafa Delgado started training to be a 
chef at the Escuela Joviat in Manresa 
and went on to train as a pastry chef at 
the Espaisucre school.

After working at Restaurante
Ristol, he joined 
Ferran Adrià's team at El Bulli.

On completing his placement at the 
centre of
gastronomic innovation he worked as
Head Pastry Chef at Restaurante Via
Veneto and later at 
Alkimia.

As a Chocovic ambassador, he has led 
numerous demonstration sessions and 
taught on courses at the Chocolate 
Academy ™ training centre in 
Barcelona. In 2015, this promising cook 
and pastry chef joined the prestigious 
Grupo Nandu Jubany (1*Michelin) as 
Head Pastry Chef. 
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315 g milk
1 vanilla pod
4.5 gelatin leaves
250 g Selección Opal 30.3% 
 white chocolate
60 g mascarpone 
340 g cream
White chocolate paint
Dark chocolate paint

Cherry plum tomatoes
400 g water
250 g sugar
1 vanilla pod
1 cayenne pepper

300 g raspberry purée 
150 g sugar
90 g balsamic vinegar

350 g Selección Maragda 70%
dark chocolate couverture
150 g Chocovic cocoa butter
350 g Istak 30.9% white chocolate
0.5 g white colouring

Red strawberries
White strawberries
Baby wild strawberries

Raspberries
Basil shoots  

 
 

 

panna cotta stones

tomato confit

balsamic cream

velvet paint

strawberries

others

Heat the cream to 60ºC with the vanilla. 
Add the gelatin leaves previously soaked in water and 
ice. 
Strain over the white chocolate and mix. 
Work the mascarpone to break up the structure. 
Add part of the previous cream to the mascarpone and 
mix. 
Homogenize. 
Add the cream and then the rest of the cream mixture.
Leave to cool in the refrigerator until it acquires a 
wobbly texture. 
Mix vigorously to break up the structure. 
Pour into stone moulds. 
Freeze. 
Remove from the moulds and paint with a spray gun 
filled with dark and white chocolate to create texture.

Scald the tomatoes. 
Cool and peel.
Place the sugar, scraped vanilla pod, whole cayenne and 
the water in a pan. 
Add the tomatoes and leave to confit over a gentle heat.
Remove from the heat when the syrup thickens (the 
tomatoes should not break up). 

Make a caramel at 170ºC. 
Deglaze with the raspberry purée. 
Next, add the balsamic vinegar. 
Allow to boil for 2 minutes on a low heat. 
Remove from the heat and cool.

Melt the couverture and the cocoa butter separately. 
Mix the cocoa butter with the colouring. 
Mix with the chocolate. 

Brunoise cut the red strawberries. 
Cut the white strawberries in half.
 
 

Reinventing a classic.
Rafa Delgado presents a new version of 
this traditional panna cotta 
dessert and red fruits, with
a different structure and new flavours. 
The beautifully rounded shape of 
the stones is perfect with the 
strawberries
and the original combination of basil
and tomato confit; the result is much 
more than
a sweet bite. 

stone
white chocolate panna cotta with strawberries

B Y  R A FA  D E L G A D O



4

5

6

Place the wild baby strawberries next to
the strawberry brunoise.

Place the shoots and petals over the top.

Cut the tomatoes in half and arrange them
next to the strawberries. 

assembly
step by step

1

2

3

1

Place the stones randomly on top of
the balsamic cream.

Place the strawberry brunoise next to the stones. 

Make a few lines of balsamic cream
on the bottom of the plate. 



Passion for chocolate. 
The ingredients of this almond-
flavoured ice cream turn it into 
an intense creation packed with 
stimulating sensations for the palate: 
the smoothness of ice cream, the 
texture of crispy almonds, the zing 
of Palo Cortado and the sweet, fresh 
flavour of cherries.

iced chocolate cloud
with Palo Cortado toffee

B Y  R A FA  D E L G A D O
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1

2

3

Place a piece of the iced cloud on top of the feuilletine. 

Arrange pieces of cocoa wafer randomly
over the cloud. 

assembly
step by step

Make a tear drop of Palo Cortado on the bottom of the 
plate. Place a spoonful of feuilletine in the middle of the 
tear drop. 

134 g 50% hazelnut praline 
50 g hazelnut paste 
100 g feuilletine 
0.5 g salt

200 g cream
195 g sugar
50 g liquid glucose
20 g cocoa paste
20 g butter
50 g Palo Cortado

100 g sugar
50 g water
20 g butter
0.4 g vanilla pulp
200 g almonds with skin

1,218 g milk 
332 g cream
175 g sugar
30 g invert sugar
78 g powdered milk
100 g dextrose
75 g atomized glucose powder
12 g stabilizer
300 g Selección Maragda 70% dark 
chocolate couverture
1 litre syphon
3 gas canisters

 

125 g caster sugar
250 g weak flour
25 g Selección 22 cocoa powder
100 g egg whites
185 g syrup

500 g cherry purée 
25 g sugar
20 g pectin E440
40 g liquid glucose
2 1/2 gelatin leaves

 
 

 
Mynth sproud
raw almond without skin
cherries

hazelnut praline feuilletine

Palo Cortado toffee

coated almonds

chocolate ice cream

cocoa wafer

cherry pectin

Other

Mix the praline with the hazelnut paste. 
Mix the feuilletine with the salt. 
Combine the two mixtures together so the feuilletine is 
well mixed in. 
Set aside at room temperature. 

Make a caramel at 180ºC. 
Deglaze with the cream. Leave to boil for one minute 
and add the glucose. 
Remove from the heat and add the cocoa paste. 
Next, add the butter, very cold and cut into cubes.
Lastly, add the Palo Cortado.
Mix well and leave to rest. 

Make a syrup with the water, sugar, vanilla and butter. 
Add the chopped almonds and mix until they begin to 
coat everything. 
Remove from the heat and spread out onto a sheet of 
paper.

Heat the milk and cream to 40ºC. 
Mix the stabilizer with the other ingredients except the 
couverture. 
Add the mixture to the milk at 40ºC. 
Cook to 85ºC. 
Add to the couverture and mix. 
Strain. 
Leave to mature in the refrigerator for 24 hours. 
Fill a syphon to ¾ and load with gas. Shake well 
between loads. 
Line a gastrovac with paper. 
Freeze. 
Fill the base with the chocolate syphon. 
Inject air and stop at 98%. 
Freeze quickly. 

Mix the solid and liquid ingredients together separately. 
Combine them. 
Make tear drops on a silpad and cook in the oven at 
150ºC for about 8 minutes. 

Heat the nectars to 40ºC. 
Mix the sugar with the pectin. 
Add to the mix of nectars at 40ºC. 
Bring to the boil and add the glucose. 
Cook at 104ºC. 
Remove from the heat, add the previously soaked 
gelatin leaves and strain. 
Set aside under tightly fitting cling film.
Chill. 

preparation
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4

5

6

Mix the pectin with the cherries and place
next to the cloud. 

Arrange the mint shoots over the dessert. 

Arrange coated almonds randomly.
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Lluís Costa
from artisan to artisan

Lluís Costa (1987) has been 
surrounded by flour, dough, chocolate 
and cream since he was a child. 
He was born into a family of pastry 
makers and at the age of 16 he was 
already working in the family business, 
Vallflorida Xocolaters. While he was 
training at the Escuela de Pastelería 
del Gremio in Barcelona he had the 
chance to continue learning alongside 
big names in the pastry making world, 
like master pastry chef Luis Morera 
(Chocolates Bresc or De Benabarre) 
and Carles Mampel (Pastelerías Bubó).

He's a member of the 21 Brix group 
and his creativity and passion for 
artisan pastry have earned him a 
number of awards: 2nd Best Young 
Pastry Chef in the State (2010); 2nd 
Best Spanish Chocolatier (2010); Best 
Young Food Artisan 2012 and Best 
Artisan Butter Croissant in the State 
2015.



tarta canet
mandarin gianduja

B Y  L L U Í S  C O S TA

Summer fruits.
We're looking at a refreshing, fruity 
creation, perfect for reviving summer 
at any time of year with its sweet 
flavours. This dessert features 
mandarins from Canet and nuts from 
Tarragona, in a clear tribute to the 
author's homeland.
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mandarin sponge cake

assembly

120 g eggs
88 g sugar
10 g honey
60 g cream
20 g mandarin juice
75 g olive oil
25 g sunflower oil
160 g weak flour
6 g baking powder
30 g mandarin skin

Emulsify all the ingredients together in the Thermomix.
Leave to stand for 24 hours in the refrigerator.
Fill 16 cm diameter moulds.
Cook for 18 minutes at 170ºC.
Allow to cool, then cut out using a 14 cm diameter 
mould and cut 1 cm thick slices.

Line a 16 cm diameter mould with acetate.
Place a little mousse inside and cover the walls using a 
spatula.
Add the inner layer of mandarin foam, followed by the 
mandarin cream.
Add a little more mousse and the sponge cake and 
freeze.
Glaze and decorate.

gianduja glazing

gianduja mousse 

whipped mandarin gelatin

mandarin cream

1,000 g cream
100 g glucose syrup
22 g gelatin leaves
800 g Zeylon 36.5% milk chocolate 
couverture
600 g Chocovic 50% almond praline
600 g neutral gelatin

125 g cream
125 g milk
50 g egg yolks
25 g sugar
10 g gelatin leaves
175 g Zeylon 36.5% milk chocolate 
couverture
100 g Chocovic 50% almond praline
500 g foamy cream

115 g sugar
230 g mandarin purée
30 g lemon purée
9 g gelatin leaves
5 g mandarin zest
4 drops mandarin essence

400 g mandarin purée
150 g butter
125 g sugar
10 g gelatin leaves
140 g eggs
4 g pectin NH
10 g lemon juice
1 Tahitian vanilla pod
3 mandarin skins
2 g mandarin essential oil

Boil the cream, glucose and gelatin leaves.
Emulsify with the Zeylon couverture together with the 
Chocovic almond praline.

Add the cold gelatin and set aside for at least 6 hours in 
the refrigerator.

Glaze at 35ºC.

Boil the milk, cream, gelatin and sugar and when the 
mixture begins to boil, add the egg yolks. Cook to 84ºC.

Pour the mixture over the Zeylon couverture and praline 
mixture and emulsify.
Heat to 35ºC, then add the foamy cream in 2 stages.

Mix all the ingredients together and bring to the boil.
Allow to cool, then whip and pipe 90 g of foam into each 
15 cm diameter mould. 

Mix part of the sugar with the pectin.
Sprinkle over the other ingredients at a temperature no 
higher than 40ºC.
Bring to the boil.
Place 150 g into each 14 cm diameter mould.
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we chat
to Lluís Costa

I'm a pastry chef thanks to my mother and father. They started a family 
business in a little village cake shop that always concentrated on producing 
something different, futuristic and with chocolate as an important element.

Along with my brother we started to make changes to the business and 
we've gone much further into selling chocolate products across the country. 
We make more than 70 different items using chocolate products, including 
Easter cakes, turron, etc.

Because of my parents. They instilled in us the values of hard work, 
persistence and knowing that if you want something you have to fight for it 
day after day, so you can be better than you ever thought you could be. We're 
so lucky that we love the work we do. They fought and still fight really hard 
to improve the family and the business, we owe them everything. It's thanks 
to them that we're pastry chefs now. I'm fortunate, but I always want to work 
more and more so that nobody can think that we've had it too easy.

We can always find inspiration. By trying a dish in a restaurant or travelling 
to other countries. I like watching markets, traditions... You can find 
inspiration in everyday things. There are two concepts you have to be clear 
on:

It's always possible to innovate: you can develop products with different 
presentations, combine textures, try to be different in flavours and format.

Inventing is a little more complex, not to mention almost impossible, within 
the reach of very few people. Who invented puff pastry? Chocolate? Sponge 
cake? They were the real inventors. The rest have only innovated by doing 
something different with the concept of a basic element.

Where does your passion 
for pastry come from? 

Why did you choose to be a 
pastry chef?

Where do you look for 
inspiration for your 
creations?
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Firstly I try to preserve the essence of the product, starting with the basics, 
making a good sponge cake, a good cream... Then, you have to be aware 
of what the customer has, of where their business is. It's not the same to 
have a cake shop in the centre of Barcelona, with a lot of passing trade, than 
it is to be in a village with the same customers coming in every week. The 
standard is the same, but the product demand is, generally speaking, very 
different. In my place, we bring out new products every year so customers 
can see we're constantly evolving, rather than sticking with a classic 
product.

With a good product, with love, excitement, enthusiasm and the desire to 
improve, we can be whatever we want!

I'd like to open a chocolate shop in a very pretty place, where we could offer 
a good product. Let's hope it happens in the not too distant future. But I 
don't want to have too many staff, large spaces, and so on. I think that, with 
the best machinery on the market, a little bit of space and few people, you 
can be very productive. You just need to invest your money well, but we'll get 
there gradually.   

We have the guild school in Barcelona, which for me is the best school in 
the world, turning out youngsters at only 19 with a spectacular level of work, 
high standards and creativity.

With this solid base, it's up to all of us, from the first to the last, to make this 
trade recognised by people in the street, so people really value what making 
an artisan product means. When this happens this will be a country with an 
unstoppable gastronomic culture. We're getting there slowly.

As you saw before, we're pastry chefs, it's our living, so I look for cakes that 
are light in the mouth, very refreshing and, especially with great volume and 
little weight. (Laughs)

In the cake we combine classic flavours like milk chocolate praline with 
mandarin, two classic flavours but when you put them together they're very 
volatile. The idea was to look for very well known products, like chocolate, 
almond and mandarin, all with different textures.

We have an individual mango cake with passion fruit, white chocolate and 
coconut.  A different idea with flavours that aren't necessarily typically found 
in our area, but that work very well in terms of balancing flavours in the 
mouth. You could say it's a very South American cake for the typical fruits it 
contains.

It's a dream, especially because in the early days of Aula Chocovic, more 
than 25 years ago, my father worked with Lluís Morera teaching on courses.
It means sharing the brand with friends in the profession who aren't just 
professional acquaintances any more. It's a gift for the work I'm doing, 
which makes me even more demanding than I would be otherwise. At home 
we've used Chocovic, a top quality product made in this country. I hope to 
be worthy of what this iconic chocolate brand stands for! Pride, honour and 
happiness.

How do you as an artisan 
pastry chef keep moving 
forward and coming up 
with new challenges?

What future projects have 
you got in mind? How do 
you see yourself in 5 years' 
time?   

As a professional, 
how do you see future 
generations? 

What inspired you to 
develop your signature 
recipe for this issue?

What does being a Chocovic 
Ambassador mean to you?
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